Manipulation of Plasma Dehydroepiandrosteron (DHEA) by Truffle and the Cultured Mycelium: BRM like Function of Truffles
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Abstract
The effect of cultured mycelium mass of Truffle (Tuber borchii) was studied on the plasma level of Dehydroepiandrosteron (DHEA) by gavage administration together with the fruiting bodies of Italian and Chinese Truffles (T mel and T tuber, respectively) in rats. Total Dehydroepiandrosteron (DHEA) was determined by ELISA method. All the truffle samples tested attenuated plasma Dehydroepiandrosteron (DHEA) level when determined at 2 and 6 hr after gavage administration. The modulation effect was slightly stronger in fruiting body of T mel than T tuber. The cultured mycelium mass also increased plasma Dehydroepiandrosteron (DHEA) almost as high as fruiting body of T mel.
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Introduction
Truffle is the edible subterranean fungus of genus Tuber and is known as precious cuisine material having special flavor. Traditional tale says that Truffle has anti-aging property and shows tonic and nourishing effects [1]. However, there is a limited number of basic studies on the physiological and pharmacological functions Truffles except some regarding the volatile component study [2], probably because of its limited supply for the basic research. Although semi-artificial cultivation has developed to grow fruiting body of truffle, submerged fermentation is currently challenged to produce semi-artificial cultivation has developed to grow fruiting body of truffle, submerged fermentation is currently challenged to produce mycelium mass or fruiting body [3]. The mycelium mass is not the substitute of fruiting body in terms of cuisine material but is an attractive resource for developing medicines or functional foods, which active ingredients will represent the physiological function of truffle as shown as in other mushrooms. For example, an anti-ulcer polysaccharide isolated primarily from the fruiting body of Helicium erinaceus (Lion mushroom) was produced by mycelium culture [4].

In the present study, we examined the feeding effect of cultured mycelium of Tuber borchii on plasma level of Dehydroepiandrosteron (DHEA) in rodent after gavage administration to evaluate possible anti-aging potential of Truffle.

Materials and Methods
Sample preparation
Truffle (Tuber borchii) mycelium mass was generously provided from Niigata Beer Brewery Co. Ltd., Niigata Japan where the T borchii was artificially cultured in glucose-based culture medium under the condition established (European patent No 2474221). The cultured mycelium mass was proved to be originated from planted T borchii by successive DNA amplification using universal and Tuber genus specific primers, respectively, according to the method reported by Zampieri et al [5]. The T borchii mycelium mass was granulated after freeze-dry treatment. The fruiting bodies of Chinese Truffle (T tuber) and Italian Truffle (T mel) as references were also provided by Niigata Beer Brewery Co. Ltd., and were treated as well. These dried Truffle samples were homogenized in saline to make suspensions with 10 and 100mg/mL concentrations for animal experiments.

Animal treatment
Rats at 7 weeks age were purchased from SLC and conditioned for one week before experiment. The rats were grouped into seven and each group consists of 6 rats. Group 1: saline control, Group 2: high dose of Chinese Truffle Group 3: low dose of Chinese Truffle, Group 4: high dose of Italian Truffle, Group 5: low dose of Italian Truffle, Group 6: high dose of T mel mycelium, Group 7: low dose of T mel mycelium. High dose and Low dose groups were given by gavage administration of 5 mL of respective Truffle suspension at the dose of 50mg/Kg and 500mg/Kg body weight, respectively.

At 2 and 6 hr after gavage administration of Truffle samples, 0.5 mL blood was sampled with heparinized syringe from the jugular vein of rat. The blood plasma was prepared by centrifugation at 4°C and kept in a freezer until use.

Determination of plasma level of DHEA by ELISA
DHEA ELISA kit (Catalogue No. ADI 900-093) was purchased from Enzo Life Science Co. Ltd. Plasma level of DHEA was measured according to the manual provided by the company. Briefly, 20 µL of plasma was pipetted into a well of 96 well Goat anti-Rabbit IgG microtiter plate and then diluted with 80 µL reaction buffer, followed by the addition of 50 µL of 10 times diluted blue conjugate (alkaline phosphatase conjugated DHEA) and DHEA EI antibody (rabbit polyclonal antibody to DHEA), and then incubated over night in a refrigerator at 4°C. Following addition and incubation with 200 µL of p-nitrophenyl phosphate in buffer, absorbance at 405 nm was measured for determining DHEA. Calibration of DHEA/mL plasma followed the company manual.
Statistical Treatment

Results of DHEA measurements are shown as the average of 6 specimens and expressed as mean ± SD values. Data were analyzed using Student’s t-test in Microsoft Excel 2007 and the differences between groups were tested for statistical significance using One-way ANOVA (P<0.05 : *, P<0.01 :†).

Result and Discussion

Plasma level of DHEA as total, both free and conjugated, was determined by ELISA method after 2 and 6 hours of gavage administration of Truffle suspension and the results are shown in Figure 1. The plasma DHEA levels were significantly increased at 2 and 6 hr after ingestion of all Truffle samples tested except the group with 50 mg/Kg of Chinese Truffle FB at 6 hr and 500 mg/Kg of Italian Truffle FB at 2hr after ingestion. The increased levels were dose dependent when observed at 6 hr after ingestion in both Chinese and Italian Truffle FB. Cultured mycelium suspension also significantly increased the plasma DHEA level after gavage administration both at 2 and 6 hr. The effect was almost same as that of Italian Truffle FB. The effect was more marked at 6 hr than at 2 hr after ingestion, however, the dose effect was not obvious such that there was no significant difference in the effect between the doses of 50 and 500 mg/Kg.

Since the fruiting bodies and cultured mycelium mass of Truffles do not contain measurable amount of DHEA when determined by LCMS analysis (data not shown), the present observation indicates the observed increase of plasma DHEA level is not due to the direct supply of DHEA from Truffle samples but the effect is indirect probably through the modulation of physiological process for DHEA biosynthesis.

DHEA is a precursor of series of steroid hormones and thus plays critical roles in maintaining many physiological reactions such as related to immune response, decreased libido, atherosclerosis, lipid metabolism and diabetic pathogenesis [6]. The plasma level of DHEA is reported to decrease depending on age and thus implicated as a marker of aging as same as Estrogens [7]. Therefore, supplementation of DHEA attracts attention to ameliorate the age dependent decline of physiological reactions including dementia and the benefits of DHEA supplementation are well discussed [8]. Present observation that Truffle intake manipulated the plasma level of DHEA indicated there is an alternate approach to indirectly modulate the physiological anti-aging factors like DHEA by food materials.

Although the mechanism and also the active principal ingredient involved is not yet understood, the DHEA modulating activity of Truffle reflects a part of Biological Reaction Modulating effects (BRM) implicated for the fungi or mushrooms function, and this suggests new approach to develop functional foods.
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Figure 1: Plasma level of DHEA as total, both free and conjugated, was determined by ELISA method after 2 and 6 hours of gavage administration of Truffle suspension results.